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Objectives of the Course:
 To introduce perception as it relates to architecture, especially the interaction between the human
body and the architectural form.
 This course provides an introduction to these themes with the underlying assumption that
perception is historically and culturally formed.
 The course explores certain general theoretical frameworks for a discussion of perception. Thus an
intellectual basis for more detailed examination of architectural experience and production are
explored.
 This course helps students become more critical thinkers and be able to develop their own opinions
and stance concerning architecture. They should be able to read the provided texts critically, and
express their opinions through written texts and oral presentations.
Learning Outcomes:
 Develop a knowledge related to the perceptions of architecture
 Read theoretical texts, select and record information through case studies that relate to the
theories discussed.
 Analyze, identify, question issues of perception through case studies, and theoretical texts.
 Critically Debate on theoretical themes on perception
 Summarize, present and write an essay on perception
 Able to employ and translate theoretical issues in their design work
Course Contents:
 Presentation and discussion of a series of texts and projects.
 Reading and analysis of these texts
 Written essays
 In class presentations by the students
 A written thesis

Learning Activities & Teaching Methods:
Lectures and discussions, Reading and analysis, Student presentations, Critical thinking exercises,
Assignments, Fieldtrips.
Assessment Methods:
Reading and writing homework, Development of critical thinking abilities., Presentation techniques,
Speaking abilities, Projects, Research Paper.
Required Textbooks/Reading:
A course book will be provided by the instructor with a collection of essays and articles pertaining to
the course.
Recommended Textbooks/Reading:
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